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Brief History

It was launched on November 20, 1999. The idea behind the site was initiated due to
the need of a directory of online newspapers which was more useful than an
individually bookmarked newspaper.

Scope and Coverage

It provides brief description on a variety of websites including the hyperlinks. Such
as : Google reader, Google news archive search, Google net, Topix net, Yahoo news
and blog search, Today’s front pages, Daypop, News now etc. It provides news &
information links. It also covers information on US politics in its blogs. It also covers
information on some other topics like car insurance by budget direct, consumer
credit topics etc. Both U.S. and international news are covered by this site with
respective links.

Kind of Information

Mainly the information are given in two main categories :
 U.S. sates newspapers
 International newspapers
Under U.S. sates newspapers, while a single entry is clicked on that provides
information about a lot of news sites. The best news sites are provided at the top with
their links. Major market sites and important sites are marked as bold letters. Each of
those news sites provides information on their actual location, publication detail,
news coverage areas and so on. As for example, Ohio provides the following result :

Under international newspapers, news sites of other countries except U.S.A are
enlisted. After clicking on each country that shows main news sites at the top. Then
information on other news sites are given including their location, updation type,
language of newspaper etc. Result of India is given in the following screenshot :

It also gives information on Mars Phoenix Mission Hompage, Mars Exploration
Rover Mission Homepage, Cassini-Huygens Saturn Mission Homepage etc.
including the links of those sites.

Special Features
 This site helps to promote the marketing of newspapers.
 Many related (Google news alerts, Newseum etc.) and non related websites
(Eurail,celebrity bag styles) are linked with this site.
 This website can be searched both through web and DailyEarth.com
 Android apps course are taught here through online.
 Information on hotel booking, state bank home loans etc. are also provided
with their links.
Arrangement Pattern

The names of U.S. states newspapers are arranged alphabetically as follows :

Similarly, international newspapers are also arranged in alphabetical manner like :

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

DailyEarth, the "Global Newspaper Directory" of online newspapers, is organized by
U.S and country list. All U.S. newspapers include a description of content and
unique coverage offered by the newspaper and the geographic area covered by each
publication. News consumers utilize the Web to find a variety of opinions and
perspectives. This directory fulfills this need and promotes habitual usage.
 List of Newspapers ( www.listofnewspapers.com/ )
 Thousands of Online Newspapers on the Web
( www.onlinenewspapers.com/ )
30th December, 2016.

